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ABSTRACT. Using a method developed by Y. Katznelson and B. Weiss we

give a proof of Liggett's improved version of the subadditive ergodic theorem.

1. Introduction. Lately (1985) an improved subadditive ergodic theorem due

to Liggett has appeared [3]. To put things in context we quote Liggett's result:

Suppose {Xm,n} is a collection of random variables indexed by integers satisfying

0 < m < n. Assume

(i) X0,„ < Xo,m + Xm<n whenever 0 < m < n.

(ii)(a) The joint distribution of {Xm+itm+k+\: k > 1} are the same as those of

{Xm,m+k : fc > 1} for each m > 0.

(ii)(b) For each k > 1, {-X„A:,(ra+i)A:: n > 1} is a stationary process.

(iii) For each n, F'lXn,«! < oo and EX0¡n > —c ■ n where c is a constant.

Then limn Xo,n/n exists a.s.

The reason for using the notation (ii)(a) and (ii) (b) is to help clarify the dif-

ference between Liggett's result and Kingman's original theorem. In Kingman's

subadditive ergodic theorem instead of (ii)(a) and (ii)(b) there is the following con-

dition: The joint distributions of {Xm+in+i : 0 < m < n} are the same as those of

{Xm,n : 0 < m < n}. In his paper Liggett explains the importance of this extension

in applications.

The purpose of this note is to give a proof of Liggett's result. First we give a

lemma which turns out to be the key ingredient in the proof. Then we express the

theorem in the terminology of ergodic theory. From the lemma Birkhoff's ergodic

theorem and Liggett's theorem both follow. The method of the proof of the lemma

closely follows Katznelson and Weiss [1]. It turns out that this method is good

enough to also prove Liggett's theorem.

The referee of this paper has pointed out that versions of Liggett's theorem have

been proved recently. For example, see K. Schurger in Stochastic Process. Appl.

21 (1986).

2. The proof.

Setup. The quadruple (12, B,p,T) will denote the following objects: 12 is a space,

S is a a-algebra, p is a probability measure, and T is a B/B measurable function

from 12 to 12.
DEFINITION. Let S Ç B be a rj-algebra. T will be called S measure preserving

(m.p.) if p{T~n{A)} = p{A} for every A e S and n > 0.
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Note. If /: 12 —► R is S/S(R) measurable, / € ¿i(/z), and T is S m.p. then
E{f) = EifiTn)) for n > 0.

The next lemma is the key step in what follows.

LEMMA. Let {/„} be a sequence of L1ip) functions and assume that T is

(r{fk: k > 1} m.p. If
(i) fn+m(x) < fn(x) + fm(Tn(x)), n,m>l, and

(ii) for each x 6 12 i/iere exists an integer n(x) such that fn(x) < 0, then

limsupn Efn/n < 0.

PROOF. Take n(x) = min{n > 1 | fn(x) < 0}. Fix £ > 0. Choose N > I large

enough such that JA f\(x) dp < £ where A = {x: n(x) > N}.

Note that it follows from the definition of A that fi(x) > 0 for x G A. Define

/ 0, x £ A, ( nix),    x£A,
<p(x) = < mix) = <
m '    \h{x),   xeA, ( '     I l,        xeA.

Note the following three facts:

(1) For x e O, fm(x) < Ylo<i<m <P(Tix) because <p>0 and fm(x) < 0 if x £ A,

(2) m(x) < N,

(3) <p(x) is fj{/fc: fc > l}/S(R)-measurable.

As in [1] define inductively mi (x) = m(x) a.ndmk+i(x) = mk(x)-Ym(Tmk^ (x)).

Take L > N. Let k(x) = max{fc: mk(x) < L}. We now compute as follows, using

(1):

/TOl(x)< E ^T'x^
0<j<m,

fm2.m¡(Tm'(x))<      ¿2     ^T'x^

m¡ <j<m2

fmk-mk_ATm*(x))<        ]T       <p{T*x).

mk-i<]<mk

Using (i) repeatedly we get after adding the former inequalities

(*) fmk(x)<       J2      ̂ T3X)-
0<j<mk

By using (i) we get

¡L(x)-fmk(x)< J2 h(V(x)).
mk<j<L-l

From the definition of fc we have L - mk < N so

£      h(Tj{x))<      ¿2      \fi{T*{x))\.
mk<j<L-l L-N<]<L

(*) can now be written as

!l(x)<   £   <p{T>x) +      £      IA (**(*))!■
0<j<L L-N<j<L
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If we integrate both sides (recall that <p is a{fk : k > Immeasurable) we get after

dividing by L:

E{fL)/L < E{<p) + {N/L) ■ E{\h\) < £ + {N/L) ■ E(\h\).

Letting L —* oo we get limsupn£/„/n < e. Since £ is arbitrary the lemma is

proved.

Denote for the rest of the paper / = liminf„(/n/n) and F = limsupn(/„/n).

We can modify the lemma to get the following result:

CLAIM. Let {/„} be a sequence of L1{p) functions and assume that T is

a{fk: fc > 1} m.p. If fn+m{x) < fn(x) -Y fm(Tn(x)), n, m > 1, and E{f) is

defined then Ef > limsup„ Efn/n.

PROOF OF THE CLAIM. W.l.o.g. we may assume /+ = max(/,0) € L1(p) (if

not then /" e L1(p) and E(f) = oo so there is nothing to prove). Fix e > 0 and

M > 0. Let us denote fM = max{/, -M}.

Note. fM is T invariant. To see this use the relation fn+m(x) < fn(x) -Y

fm(Tn(x)). Fix n, divide by m and let m — oo. We get f(x) < f(Tn(x)) which

in turn implies fM(x) < fM(Tn(x)) but E(fM(x)) = E(fM(Tn(x))) < oo since

fM e L1(p) and is a(fk: fc > Immeasurable. So /M(x) = fM(Tn(x)).

In order to use the lemma put gn = /„ — n ■ (fM -Y e) and observe that the

conditions of the lemma are satisfied for T and {gn}. So we get

lim sup E[f„ -n-(fM + e)]/n < 0
n

which implies EfM +£ > limsupn Efn/n. But e and M are arbitrary so the claim

is proved.

REMARK. We can reformulate the claim as follows: Let {/„} be a sequence of

L1(p) functions and assume that T is a{fk : k > 1} m.p. If fn+m(x) > fn(x) +

fm(Tn(x)), n, m > 1, and E(F) is defined then E(F) < liminfn Efn/n.

COROLLARY. If g e Ll{p) and T is a{g{Tn): n > 1} m.p. {in other words

{g(Tn): n > 1} is o stationary process) then

lim sup  £  g(T)/n)

0<i<n

eLl(p)    and   E ( lim sup  £   g{Tl)/n\ < E{g).

0<i<n

(From reformulating the corollary in terms of lim inf together with the corollary

as stated we get Birkhoff's ergodic theorem.)

PROOF. Note that limsupnEo<l<n?(T¿)/n < hmsupn £0<t<n g+(Tl)/n.

Now we use the remark: Put /„ = J2o<i<n 9+(Tl). So we get

FMlimsup  J2   S+(T')/n    <E(g+)< oo.
\       n        0<»<n J

This means that [limsupn J2o<i<n 9(T*)/n)}+ e Lx(p) so we may use again the

remark for /„ = J2o<i<n tfC*) an(^ Set the result.
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And now we can prove the main theorem:

THEOREM.   Let {/„} be a sequence of L1(p) functions. Assume

(i) fn+m(x) < fn(x) + fm(Tn(x)), n,m>l.

(ii)(a) T isa{fk: fc > 1} m.p.

(ii)(b) For each fc, Tk is a{fk(Tkn): n > 1} m.p. (in other words: For each fc,

{fk(Tkn): n > 1} is a stationary process).

(iii) For each n, E(fn) > —c ■ n for a constant c.

Then fn/n converges a.s. (p).

PROOF.

FIRST STEP. E(fn)/n converges to 7 (say) and 7 = mïn>i{E(fn)/n}.

PROOF. E(fn+m) < E(fn) -Y E(fm) because of (i) and (ii)(a). Now we get

the conclusion by a well-known fact about subadditive sequences of numbers (e.g.

Liggett [3, p. 1281]). Note that -c < 7 < 00.

Second step. F+ e L1(p) and E(f) < 7.

PROOF. Fix fc > l. Note that F = limsup„{/fc.„/(fc ■ n)} since fk.n+3 <

fkn + fj(Tkn) and, when j is fixed and n —» 00, f3(Tkn)/n —► 0 a.s. by Borel-

Cantelli.

By using (i) we get fk.n(x) < £„<,<„_, fk(Tki). So

F+<

and

lim sup     Yl     fk(Tkl)/(k-n)
0<i<n-l

F<limsup     J2     fk(Tkl)/(k-n).
0<i<n-l

Now we use the corollary for g = fk/k and we get from the first inequality that

F+ e Ll(p) and from the second that E(F) < E(fk/k) which implies that E(F) <

7 since fc is arbitrary.

THIRD STEP. E(f) > 7 where / - liminfn(/n/n).

PROOF. /+ < F+. Since F+ e L1(p) as we saw in the second step we conclude

that /+ e Ll(p) so E(f) is defined and now the third step follows from the claim.

We have proved that E(F) < 7 < E(f) but F > / so we must have F = f a.s.

p and the proof of the theorem is finished.

REMARK. This theorem is equivalent to Liggett's Theorem 1.10 in [3] with the

following identifications:

12 e RH where H = {(m, n): 0 < m < n} and R denotes the real numbers.

T is a transformation on 12 defined by T : x —► y where y(m,n) = x(m + l,n + l).

Jm = -Ao,m-

Jn—m(l     ) — -^m,n-

Note that assumption (1.8) in Liggett is, in our terminology, that T is measure

preserving in the sense stated in our theorem, namely: p(T~l(A)) = p(A) for

each A € a{fn} and i = 1, 2,... ; while in Kingman's result T has to be measure

preserving in the following sense: p(T_1(A)) = p(A) for each A e B where B is

the minimal tr-algebra generated by {X¡: I e H}.
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